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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 31st July 2020

R1 - CLAIREFONTAINE | 19:45 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX DU PARI MUTUEL HIPPODROME (PRIX GUY DU FAUR DE PIBRAC)

1010 MOCKLERSHILL
Been a long time since he saluted the judge but only found one better at this track over 1600m
last start. Play the place again.

11 EMPIRIC
Well rated galloper who ran a close second last start at Le Lion-D'angers when beaten a long
neck after starting at $9.80. Should be right there in the finish.

33 JACKSON EN BOIS
Returned to winning form last time when scoring by one length over 2100m at Marseilles Borely.
Has confidence back and don’t underestimate.

66 KENSAI
Started this campaign with poor form, last start recording sixth by 3.25 lengths over 1600m at
this track. Rates well and gets chance to show best.

77 PREMIER AVRIL
Been a while since his last win and has a bit to nd on recent form to be competitive here. Will
appreciate the additional journey and could have a better run.

R2 - CLAIREFONTAINE | 20:20 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX SIMPLE GAGNANT ET SIMPLE PLACE (PRIX DJAKAO)

1010 WHAZE
Just missed out when beaten half a length second at this track over 1800m as favourite in most
recent effort. Will take beating.

33 TELEMAQUE
Resuming after three months off. Previous rst-up placegetter but prepared to see how he has
returned here.

11 FURTHER MEASURE
Good debut effort in a maiden that has proven handy. Flopped prior to a spell. Rises in weight
but looms as an each way hope.

44 GLANEUR
Fought on well last time to nish in the placings when second over 1600m at Vittel. Close to
breaking through and gets chance to show best.

22 WELCOME MOON
Good debut effort that has proven handy. Flopped prior to a spell. Rises in weight but looms as
an each way hope.

R3 - CLAIREFONTAINE | 20:55 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX COUPLE GAGNANT, PLACE, ORDRE (PRIX LEANDRA)

1313 JANUARY
Nicely bred lly by leading sire Siyouni from the stakes winning mare Al Naamah. Others rate
stronger and prefer to see on debut.

11 CUBIT
Making improvements on debut but still not nding the frame when fourth last at this track. With
this improvement could find a place.

99 PLUS VALUE
Was third with a pretty solid effort on debut at big odds at Compiegne over 1400m. Is second up
here and likely to be fitter and ready for this. Don't discount.

1212 VARKESHA
Filly by Pivotal from the dam Varana who makes debut. Tough test for rst outing and tempted
to watch her this time.

66 PERLE D'IVOIRE
Last two runs around the mile have produced good results. Looks one of the leading contenders
but does need some luck from an awkward barrier.

R4 - CLAIREFONTAINE | 21:30 | EUR €34,000 |  PRIX DU GROUPE CARRUS (PRIX LUTH ENCHANTEE)

11 EDISA
Going well lately, the latest 1.5 lengths win over 2000m at Longchamp. Honest type with four
wins to her name already. Rates highly here and looks one of the major players.

33 MASHAEL
Four-year-old fresh off a 279-day break. Yet to miss a minor placing in two resuming runs. No
reason she can't run another big race resuming.

66 LIBERTY LONDON
Progressive and lightly raced filly. Last time recorded a one length third over 2200m at Hannover.
Rates well and is worth including in the multiples.

88 MUETTE
Resumes after a three months break when nishing fth over 2800m at Deauville. Sound record
fresh and don’t discount altogether.

55 GODERVILLE
Broke through last time over 2500m at Saint Cloud but yet to win at this trip. In winning form but
this a tougher assignment.
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R5 - CLAIREFONTAINE | 22:05 | EUR €18,000 |  PRIX PARI 2 SUR 4 (PRIX DES PATURAGES)

55 GALOUSKA
Doesn't win often and last win was nearly two and a half years ago. Latest when a 2.25 lengths
third over 2400m at this track. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

77 DANDY RIVER
Running well recently including a last start fourth by 3 lengths over 2000m at Saint Cloud. Not
far away lately but looking elsewhere.

11 NORWEGIAN LORD
Went down by 0.85 lengths to nish fourth at Vichy over 2400m last start as favourite. Main
contender.

1010 MARAPUAMA
Has been a long time since a win but not far away, the latest when 1.5 lengths second at this
track. Struggling to find best and others preferred.

1313 YAMS SPIRIT
Should be ready to improve after two runs back, the latest when fth over 2400m at this track.
Thereabouts last time and is worth including in the multiples.

R6 - CLAIREFONTAINE | 22:40 | EUR €19,000 |  PRIX DU PARI TRIO (PRIX DES BOCAGES)

33 KENOHOPE
Has and three placings from four runs this preparation including a win two back at Chantilly.
Rates strongly on recent form and sure to go close.

55 BAY OF GIBRALTAR
Has been below her best for a long time and is now winless in 470 days. Comfortably held when
fifth at this track last start and hard to have on recent efforts.

1010 GAILLEFONTAINE Racing in good form making it two wins in a row at Cluny over 1900m. Each way chance.

99 REBEL QUEEN
Consistently outside the placings of late, latest was fth beaten by 3.5 lengths over 3100m at
Longchamp. Not far away but prefer each way.

1515 DOUVILLE
Started this campaign with poor form, last start recording sixth by 3.75 lengths over 3100m at
Longchamp. Has the ability and can break through on best form.


